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Tenor I

\( \text{con spirito} \)

\( f \) True sword! thy blade is gleaming, \( \text{p} \) And bright as sun beam seeming!

Bass I

\( f \) True sword! thy blade is gleaming, \( \text{p} \) And bright as sun beam seeming!

Piano

\( f \)

Sword of the brave and free, Bright sword of Liberty! Hur rah, hur rah, hur dirah!
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Bright sword of liberty - Weber
The text within the image appears to be musical notation for a piece titled "Bright sword of liberty - Weber". It is not possible to transcribe the musical notation into plain text without additional context or tools for rendering sheet music. The text includes musical symbols and notes that are part of the musical score.
Thus shalt thou ever be, Bright sword of Liberty! Hurrah, hurrah, hurrah!

True sword, to slaver a stranger, Of wrong the stern avenger,

True sword, to slaver a stranger, Of wrong the stern avenger,

True sword, to slaver a stranger, Of wrong the stern avenger,

True sword, to slaver a stranger, Of wrong the stern avenger,

Bright sword of liberty - Weber
Shine thus, dark blade, for ever, subdued thou canst be never,

Thou shalt our war-cry be, Bright sword of Liberty! Hurrah, hurrah, hurrah!
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